Supplementary Box 1. Computation of the genotype matrix. The vignettes describe how genotypes were computed during simulations. At each iteration, a new genotype matrix counting 1'000 loci was generated. Ten of them were set as adaptive and followed the respective pipeline, while the others were set as neutral and computed accordingly.
A) Neutral Locus
i.
An artificial population membership coefficient is computed as the distance from randomly located population centers. The membership coefficient is extracted then at each sampling site.
ii.
A function translates the coefficient of population structure in the probability of carrying the allele characteristic of the population. Finally, alleles are sampled at each site using the probability associated. This step is reiterated if more than one individual is sampled at the same site and for all the loci related to a same population membership coefficient.
B) Adaptive Locus
i. For each sampling site, the environmental values are extracted.
ii. A function computes the probability of carrying an allele conferring a selective advantage against the environmental condition. Alleles are sampled at each site using the probability associated. This step is reiterated if more than one individual are sampled at the same site.
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Supplementary Box 2. Formulae and parameters for genotype computations
The probability function for the allele A depending on a population membership coefficient is calculated as follows:
where PS is a population membership coefficient and c a parameter representing the strength of the relationship. This parameter can range between 0 (strongest relation, i.e. maximal and minimal PS returns p=1 and p=0, respectively) and 0.5 (no relation, any level of PS returns p=0.5).
Similarly, probability for the allele A depending on environmental selection is calculated as follows: where Env are the values of the environmental variable and s1 represents the strength of selection and behaves as the c in the previous equation. The additional parameter s2 provides a baseline of allele frequency.
In our simulations, we set two scenarios employing the following parameters: Supplementary Table 2. CDPOP vs. our simulative approach comparison metrics. The tables show the rank of the simulative variants computed with our method (and defined by parameters m, c s1 and s2) that best matched the CDPOP replicates. In a) and b) are shown the metrics used to compare the neutral genetic structure with the CDPOP case of a panmictic population and a structured population, respectively. The three metrics employed are 1) the average random mean squared error (RMSE) when comparing the curves describing the differential of explained variation by the genetic principal components; 2) the KullbackLeibler Divergence (KLD) used to compare the pairwise-Fst distributions; 3) the difference in the average mantel correlation (∆mR), which describes the link between genetic and geographic distances. The ranking coefficient is the sum of the three scaled metrics. In c) and d) the comparison concerns the adaptive genotypes computed in panmictic structured scenario of CDPOP, respectively. Here the RMSE compares, for our simulation and CDPOP runs, the allelic frequency of the adaptive genotype as a function of the environmental variable causing adaptation a) Panmictic Scenario: Neutral structure metrics Figure 2 . Interaction effects. The table displays different combination of the elements defining the sampling strategy and their effect on the average of the three diagnostic parameters (row 1: TPR, row 2: FDR, row 3: PPV). For every diagnostic parameter, the two demographic scenarios are represented (column 1,3 and 5: panmictic, 2,4 and 6: structured). In columns 1-2, the combined effects of sample size (x axis) and sampling design (colored lines) are observed. In columns 3-4, the combined effects of sample size (x axis) and number of sampling locations (colored lines) are observed. In columns 5-6, the combined effects of number of sampling locations (x axis) and sampling design (colored lines) are observed. 
